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CarRentOnline launches its online car rental booking system, giving customers
an option to book a car anywhere in the world!

CarRentOnline, a US company, has recently launched www.carrentonline.com to enable all
travellers search for a car at their desired location and book it safely via Internet online.

(PRWEB) June 2, 2003 -- CarRentOnline is actually not a newcomer to travel industry. For a few years, this
company has already operated as a 'call center' to serve customers who would be willing to rent a car abroad or
at home - but do not have the time to go through all rental packages offered by so many different rental
companies in the neighbourhood. CarRentOnline has done the job for the customers - whether it be tourists,
travel agents, business travellers or those organising corporate travel - to display the best offers for every
country at their website www.carrentonline.com (also accessible from www.onlinecarrent.com). The customers
are presented with best car rental companies in the desired location, often more than one - unlike other tourist
and car information portals. The car rental's name and logo is displayed already before the actual rental, so that
everyone will have an instant overview of what company they are dealing with. Another advantage offered by
CarRentOnline is the fact that it cooperates with both, locally as well as globally well-known rent-a-car
companies. All car rental companies in the locations have been carefully selected to match the required criteria
- this ensures the best service to CarRentOnline's customers. There is actually no point in telling future
customers why CarRentOnline is great - the best way to understand this is to visit www.carrentonline.com and
find it out! The number of those happy and satisfied customers, who come back to get more, is constantly
growing.
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Contact Information
Marko Viiding
Carrentonline
http://www.carrentonline.com
00 372 52 09 907

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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